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About This Game
Space Ripper is a hardcore space shooter. There’s no saves, a little HP and many dangerous enemies…
If you can survive for 5 minutes you are arcade God!
You need to destroy the enemies and collect gears to upgrade your ship. Game balance changes periodically, which makes the
game unpredictable and difficult to get a high score.

Features
more than 50 different waves of enemies and bosses
15 guns
upgrades your ship: weapon, engine, wings, death ray
boosters: firerate, speed, kamikaze, time shift etc.
wicked bosses
great number of explosions, fires and lasers
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Title: Space Ripper
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Rumata Lab
Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2017

7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10
Processor: 1 Ghz or faster Processor
Memory: 512 GB RAM
Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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Do you want a shoot 'em up that has just the right amount of challenge that makes you want to come back for "one more game"?
Space Ripper starts out impossible as wave 4-5 provides the first hurdle... But as you gather gears from fallen enemies your little
ship improves! then the first boss at wave 10 becomes your next hurdle and so on... It's this aspect that keeps you playing! I'm
ashamed yet proud I couldn't stop playing this and fully upgraded over the course of two sessions over two days! It's a testament
to how addictive they made the gameplay! It's one I know I will come bak to and probably will reset my progress just to try to
do it again! Most of the SFX are good, the music is appropriate, and the graphics and gameplay are what keep me coming back!
not to many games feture the dual stick configuration (one to move one to set fireing direction). It's a throwback to the early
arcades and is sorely missed in modern games. You only see it once on a while now... Youger gamesrs might find it offputting at
1st, but it's a blessing with enemies that can appear to the direct left and right (or below you)... All in all, 9/10! For achievement
hunters, It's difficult at first but a fully upgraded ship and being used to the controls should carry you to the end. It did me! (and
3 levels further!). I was about to rate this game up, its fun and overall a great game, a few minor annoyances but nothing really
makes it bad enough that it has to be rated down. but then i searched for the game on the internet, and there i found it FOR
FREE on the internet. They are basically stealing $6 out of you when you can play it online here:
https:\/\/www.freegamesin.com\/online\/31944\/space-ripper\/ FOR FREE, luckily i got this game with a -75% discount so i
only paid a dollar or so but still, good game, literally free.
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